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About This Content

The Stellaris dome set is a thematic set of visual skins for the Martian domes with a futuristic design and star-shaped elements. It
is available for the following domes:

Basic Dome: A small dome, suitable for the early days of the colony.

Medium Dome: A medium-sized dome design.

Oval Dome: An elongated dome design, which has space for two Spires.

Mega Dome: The most advanced and spacious dome design.
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Title: Surviving Mars: Stellaris Dome Set
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Surviving Mars
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: 4th Generation Intel i3 CPU or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: HD 4600/Geforce 620/Radeon 6450 or equivalent GPUs with 1 GB of video RAM

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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surviving mars stellaris dome set. surviving mars stellaris skinned dome set

Fun new look. I cannot see my domes' desing updated as Stellar. Where do I select it? They just look ordinary all glass yellow
domes.. Nice cosmetic pack. Hope there is more soon. Although this is only for a few of the domes, It probably is the best style
for matching the round domes to the non-round domes (if they are using the white style). Its not exactly matching since one is
blue & white and the other is white but they do look nicer than the default yellow styles, that all domes have, imo.. if you love
Stellaris then ..... GET IT !!! JUST DO IT. It is basically a cosmetic upgrade. I recommend you get it if you have the money to
spare, otherwise save it. It really doesn't add much to your experience unless you use the skins to color-coridinate your domes
based on there purpose if you manage your colonies that way. It does look really good though, and gives more immersion to
have different looking domes, but that's about it.
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Purly cosmetic, but by far the nicest looking domes in the game!
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